Long-term in vitro cell culture of Sinclair swine melanoma.
The melanoma of Sinclair swine exhibits several characteristics similar to human melanoma but demonstrates an unusually high incidence of spontaneous regression. A total of 66 finite cell lines derived from 21 swine melanotic lesions, both cutaneous and visceral, were studied in vitro over their life spans of up to 14 months. The growth characteristics of the cultures varied with the age of the swine from which the tumors were obtained. Cell cultures of tumors obtained from swine aged less than 2 months grew steadily in cluture with a population-doubling time of 120 to 180 hr until growth and division ceased after a maximum of 25 to 35 population doublings (6 to 8 passages). Cell cultures of tumors obtained from swine aged 3 months or older showed a biphasic growth pattern with an early slow growth rate (population-doubling time 120 to 160 hr), which shifted after 3 to 6 passages to a faster rate (80 to 110 hr population-doubling time) until termination of growth and division after a maximum of 75 to 85 population doublings (18 to 20 passages). The cultures were morphologically heterogeneous including cuboidal, spindle and dendritic cell types. Electron microscopy showed classic melanosomes only in the primary and passage 1 cultures although vesicular inclusions were numerous in later-passage cells. However, continued melanin synthesis was indicated by the spectroscopic characteristics of material obtained from medium of passage 8 cultures and by DOPA staining of cultures as advanced as passage 18.